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The Rim Drive

SCENIC highway built at 7000-foot elevation along the jagged crest of the world's noblest crater.

Thirty-four miles of amazing beauty, three hours of vivid and changeful panorama. One vast colorful canvas involving a complete swing of the horizon; a heaping measure of high-flung Cascades, distant hazy valleys, friendly lakes, crystal streams leaping over waterfalls into placid shaded brooks, endless avenues of mossed evergreens, glens carpeted with gardens of wild flowers brilliant against the cool solemnity of the forest. And, to almost overflow the cup, a hundred views of the magic blue lake and its huge shattered frame.

But how describe the enchantment of the Drive? As well weigh the substance of the rainbow, or gauge the lilting spirit of a May dawn. For this Rim Road is not a joy ride, but a pilgrimage for the devotees of Nature. It is a spiritual experience—nothing less. For, holding up so clear-cut a story of volcanic cataclysm, it points one to the verities of the Creation.

No, one can. And pay a trifle of the difficulties, costs, and dangers of the tremendous way they must tread down the green, glittering path among the trees.

Yet we every line mileage, gully, glade, and spring in leisurely and reverently will fix a gorg
volcanic catastrophe, it tells an enthralling chapter from the colossal Book of Creation.

No, one can not describe it. At best he can but—ghoulishly—dissect it. And pay a tribute to the engineering genius that, while overcoming technical difficulties, contrived to alternate boundless panoramas with exquisite closeups of the tremendous caldera containing its Olympian sapphire.

On such a mountain top the gods must have dwelt through all the ages before man crept up into the pageant; along such an eerier cloud-kissed highway they must have trooped in shadowy columns, their ecstatic voices carrying down the great forested slopes in sibilant whispers mistaken by men as wind among the treetops.

Yet we everydays folks strive to reduce such sheer magic to terms of gasoline mileage, gear ratios, grades. It can not be done. Approach the experience in leisurely and appreciative mood, and great will be your reward. For you will fix a gorgeous memory that neither time nor the fret of living shall efface.
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2249.—CAMP GROUND. Crater Lake National Park.
2240.—CRATER LAKE as Seen From Near the Camp Ground.
2235.—WIZARD ISLAND as seen from Rim Road Near The Watchman.
2234.—THE RIM ROAD. The Watchman.
2252.—RIM ROAD. SOUTH SIDE OF THE WATCHMAN.
2246.—THE RIM ROAD ON NORTH SIDE OF THE WATCHMAN.
2006.—THE RIM ROAD AND THE WATCHMAN at Sunset.
2002.—LOOKING DOWN ON WIZARD ISLAND From Rim Road Between The Watchman and Glacier Peaks.
2247.—GLACIER PEAK AND LLAO as Seen From the Rim Road Between The Watchman and Glacier Peaks.
2007.—RIM ROAD on West Side of Glacier Peak.
2000.—LLAO ROCK as Seen From the Rim Road.
1806.—LOOKING SOUTH FROM THE RIM ROAD on Top of Llao Rock. Union Peak in Distance.
2004.—THE PALLISADES as Seen From the Rim Road. North Shore.
2010.—ROCK OF AGES. On the Rim Road, North Shore.
2005.—LOOKING WEST ALONG THE NORTH SHORE FROM RIM ROAD on North Side of Skell Head.
2245.—LOOKING NORTH FROM THE RIM ROAD ON SUMMIT OF SKELL HEAD.
Showing Grotto Cove, Crater Lake, Pumice Desert and Diamond Lake.
Mt. Thielsen in Distance.
2243.—EAST SHORE AS SEEN FROM RIM ROAD, Showing Skell Head.
Mt. Thielsen in Distance.
1997.—Sunset From Rim Road on Sentinel Rock. South Shore. Looking Southwest.
1222.—SENTINEL ROCK as Seen From the Rim Road.
2238.—LOOKING WEST FROM RIM ROAD ON KERR NOTCH.
DUTTON CLIFF AND THE PHANTOM SHIP as Seen From Rim Road on Kerr Notch.
1272.—SAND CREEK CANYON. As Seen From the Rim Road 
Showing the Pinnacles.
1131.—LOOKING OVER THE KLAMATH LAKES FROM RIM ROAD ON DUTTON RIDGE.
2250.—VIDAE FALLS, ON THE RIM ROAD.